
6 Couture Designers Dying to
Design  Miley  Cryus’  Wedding
Gown

It’s only natural for young girls to begin dreaming up wedding
gowns and flower arrangements in their tender years, and for
singing superstar Miley Cyrus, that time wasn’t too long ago.
This  week,  the  19-year-old  pop  sensation  announced
her engagement to actor Liam Hemsworth and it’s created a lot
of buzz. Whether the actual ceremony is in their near future
or not, couture designers Val Stefani, Ines Di Santo, Anne
Barge and others immediately started sketching a one-of-a-kind
dress for Miley.
Here’s what the amazing designers have in mind for the bride-
to-be:

Val Stefani: “This gown that I created complements the more
whimsical,  and  bohemian  style  while  matching  her  casual-
country aesthetic. I mixed in elements like cut-outs and lace
that reflect the more sophisticated style she has lately been
rocking on the red carpet.”
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Anne Barge: “Miley has a personal approach to fashion which is
bold and I wanted to reflect that. She has transitioned into a
beautiful young woman and this silhouette is perfect for her.
The vintage style of the beadwork, paired with the modern
application  of  the  skirt,  gives  the  gown  a  youthful  yet
romantic tone.”

Mariana Aguirre of Agua Dulce: “Miley Cyrus’ style has evolved
and we have seen her grow on the red carpet. We were inspired
by her new sophisticated confidence. We think she’ll want to
continue her sexy style, but with classic touches. Peplums are
huge right now. This silhouette is borrowed from the couture
runways, they add structure and shape to the dress.”



Junko Yoshioka: “Miley is so fresh and young with a bubbly
personality. This gown will highlight her curves, yet give her
a modern air of sophistication and elegance on her wedding
day.”

Ines Di Santo: “Miley has always chosen elegant and classic
gowns for her red carpet appearances. I see her choosing a
style that expresses her personal style and fashionable taste,
but still keeping it elegant and tasteful.”



Angel Rivera: “Since Miley is a young bride, I can see her
wanting a fairytale ball gown dress. The look I sketched for
her is bold and extravagant, leaving no detail overlooked.”


